
SUPERB STABILITY FOR UNCOMPROMISED SAFETY

The                          is powered by a 1.3L VVT 
engine paired with either 4-speed automatic 
transmission or 5-speed manual transmission. 
Class leading NVH, braking performance and 
ride & handling result in enhanced body 
control to provide superb stability putting 
you in complete control at all times.

Parking Sensors
Number of Speakers

Front Seat Belts with Pretensioners & Load Limiters

7” Touchscreen Monitor

91HP / 5,750 rpm

All information detailed in this lea�et is correct at the time of printing. Al Haj Automotive Pvt Ltd 
reserves the right to make changes to the colours, features and/or other speci�cations detailed in 
this lea�et as well as discontinue any individual model without prior notice. The vehicles may di�er 
slightly from those featured in this lea�et. Please consult your PROTON dealer to ensure the vehicle 
is in accordance with your expectations.
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PRACTICAL CONVENIENCE OFFERING
TRUE VALUE & SMART SAVINGS

Built with you in mind, the                          is equipped with 
convenient features and practical functions to make travelling 
a joy for both the driver and passengers.

Entertainment on-the-go makes every drive enjoyable.
Premium �oating 7” Touchscreen Monitor is the crowning 
glory of the infotainment system with Bluetooth connectivity, 
16GB internal storage and smartphone connectivity.

* Available only in Saga Ace
** Android smartphones only
*** Saga Ace and Saga AT only

-

                         - A steady companion that is by your side during the ups and downs of your journey.
Always reliable, trustworthy and giving you more. Clean and simple
design to suit your style. True value like no other.
Supreme Style, Smart Savings, Superb Stability - The Intelligent Choice. 

SUPREME STYLE WITH EYE-CATCHING
EXTERIOR AND EYE-PLEASING INTERIOR
Re�ned looks to match even the most 
discerning taste. Modern, clean lines with 
distinct enhancements that compliment 
your personal style.

Spacious Headroom

Bluetooth & Mirror Link CapableComfortable Interior
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